Looted clinic raises Ebola threat
Liberian officials fear deadly virus will spread more quickly.
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Ferguson • Cassandra Roberts said she just wanted to show her solidarity with protesters.

But on Sunday night, the Richmond Heights resident found herself covered in tear gas as she knelt in the middle of West Florissant Avenue while police clashed with protest marchers.

She said she just wanted to show her solidarity with protesters.

"It seemed like after last night, things were more peaceful," Roberts said.

The violence in the West Point slum took place late Saturday and was led by residents angry that patients had been brought to the holding center from other parts of Monrovia, assistant health minister Tolbert Nyenswah said Sunday.

As many as 30 patients were staying at the center, and many of them fled at the time of the raid, Nyenswah said. Once they are located they will be transferred to the Ebola center at Monrovia's largest hospital, he said.
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BADRIYA, IRAQ • Islamic State fighters were on the run in northern Iraq on Sunday after Iraqi and Kurdish forces, backed by U.S. airstrikes, closed in on a strategically vital dam in the most significant attempt yet to reverse the militants’ blitz through Iraq.

Iraqi and Kurdish commanders claimed to be making swift progress, slicing through a series of villages and then reaching the dam after a wave of U.S. attacks in which fighter jets, drones and bombers pummeled the extremists’ positions.

It was the biggest offensive since the latest U.S. intervention in Iraq was announced 10 days ago, and it signaled an expansion of what was originally defined as a "limited" effort.
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The violence in the West Point slum took place late Saturday and was led by residents angry that patients had been brought to the holding center from other parts of Monrovia, assistant health minister Tolbert Nyenswah said Sunday.

As many as 30 patients were staying at the center, and many of them fled at the time of the raid, Nyenswah said. Once they are located they will be transferred to the Ebola center at Monrovia’s largest hospital, he said.

MONROVIA, LIBERIA • Liberian officials fear Ebola could soon spread through the capital’s largest slum after residents raided a quarantine center for suspected patients and took items including bloody sheets and mattresses.
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